Peer review in a nutshell, a different twist

If you are reading this it is very likely that you have already seen the comic strip by redpen/blackpen. If not, please read it before going any further. http://jasonya.com/wp/your-manuscript-on-peer-review/

You have read it already? GREAT!

One of the first things to consider when thinking about peer reviewing is that it is a BLIND PROCESS. I'm not JUST referring to you ignoring the names of reviewers and maybe they ignoring yours. I'm talking about THIS KIND of BLINDNESS… It doesn't matter what YOU think your paper conveys. Reviewers (and readers eventually) are going to interpret it and they may think very differently than you.

One impression PER reviewer but, for the sake of simplicity, let's take just one. This one: Certainly, the impression is not really fair or accurate but it's close to reality. (you are providing a convertible car but it lacks most of the details and qualities that modern drivers are looking for).

It is at this very moment that EACH reviewer provides their comments and suggestions. And it is again that blindness play a role: You interpret their reviews in a particular way. you think that reviewer #1, #2 and #3 are asking for this… Remember, they are NOT actually ASKING for a SUV, a hybrid, or a micro car. It's just YOU interpreting their suggestions.

Under these circumstances you have FOUR options. OPTION #1: to withdraw your paper and send it to another venue (hoping they like vintage German convertibles). (this option is actually a NON-OPTION)

OPTION #2: to change your submission according to YOUR understanding of their suggestions (ALL OF THEM). (this approach is a really bad choice)

OPTION #3: you change your paper according to the SPIRIT of their suggestions but you REPLY to the comments and explain WHY you have IGNORED some of them and HOW you have INTERPRETED others. (this approach makes plenty of sense)

OPTION #4: you IMPROVE your paper, particularly clarifying what you have done, AND you write a lengthy LETTER explaining what you have exactly done to the paper plus plenty of explanations for all of the comments you have ignored. (this approach is the BEST option, IMHO)
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